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Notable Americans
SPOKEN FROM THE HEART By Laura Bush.
In this extraordinary and deeply personal
memoir, Laura Bush writes in heart wrenching
detail about the devastating high school car
accident that left her friend dead, and about her
early married life as she was thrust into one of
America’s most prominent political families.
Photos. 456 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00
Item #3936937 $5.95

African-American Lives & History
*TROUBLEMAKER FOR JUSTICE: The
Story of Bayard Rustin, the Man Behind the
March on Washington By Jacqueline Houtman 
et al. Rustin grew up to become one of the key
figures of the American Civil Rights Movement
and was a mentor to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
teaching him the philosophy and techniques of
nonviolent direct action. The authors trace
Rustin’s lifetime of activism and highlight his

fearless commitment to justice and equality for all. Well illus.
160 pages. City Lights. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
Item #3938344 $9.95

Slavery 
*WE LIVED IN A LITTLE CABIN IN THE
YARD Ed. by Belinda Hurmence. Presents the
interviews of twenty-one former Virginia
slaves, that provide a priceless record of life
under the yoke: where they lived, how they
were treated, what they ate, how they worked,
and how they adjusted to freedom. 103 pages. 
John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
Item #2913704 $8.95

Civil Rights & Racism
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS: The Ethics of
Resistance to State Injustice By Jason
Brennan .  The  economis t  Albe r t  O.
Hirschman famously argued that citizens of
democracies have only three possible
responses to injustice or wrongdoing by their 
governments: we may leave, complain, or
comply. Brennan argues that there is a fourth
option. When the governments violate our

rights, we may resist. We may even have a moral duty to do so.
269 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95
Item #4927710 $3.95

Politics 
COMMANDER IN CHEAT: How Golf
Explains Trump By Rick Reilly. For Trump,
it’s always about winning. To do it, he uses
the tricks he picked up from the hustlers at the 
public course where he learned the game as a 
college kid, and then polished as one of the
most bombastic businessmen of our time.
Reilly reveals in this outrageous indictment of 
Trump’s appalling behavior when it comes to

golf, all kinds of unsightly truths he’s been hiding. 244 pages.
Hachette. Pub. at $28.00
Item #4832191 $4.95

THIS PRECARIOUS MOMENT: Six Urgent
Steps That Will Save You, Your Family and 
Our Country By J.L. Garlow & D. Barton.
Outlines six biblical and historical changes we
mus t  embrace  in  ou r  homes ,  ou r
communities, and our country to reclaim our
future. The authors explain these steps using
Scriptural accounts, current news, and
quotations from the Founding Fathers.

286 pages. Salem Books. Pub. at $24.99
Item #4702026 $5.95

*ON LYING AND POLITICS By Hannah Arendt.
Fifty years ago, the century’s greatest political
theorist turned her focus to these essential
questions in two seminal essays–"Truth and
Politics" and “Lying in Politics”–brought together
here for the first time. Her conclusions, delivered in 
searching prose that crackles with insight and
intelligence, remain powerfully relevant, perhaps
more so today than when they were written.

120 pages. Library of America. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.50
Item #7714386 $9.95

Politics 
*ACCESSING THE MEDIA: How to Get
Good Press By Jill Osborn. Takes the reader
behind the scenes to understand how best to
work with the press to get publicity. This
reference provides an insider’s look at how the
modern newsroom works. Readers will learn to
forge relationships with media personnel to craft
the press coverage they want. 153 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

Item #689898X $5.95

International Political History
ON HITLER’S MEIN KAMPF: The Poetics of
National Socialism By Albrecht Koschorke. The
author argues that Kamph cannot be reduced to an
ideological message directed to all readers. By
examining the text and the signals that it sends, he
shows that we can discover for whom Hitler strikes 
his propagandistic poses and for what he does not. 
78 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
Item #7682581 $2.95

Politicians, Royalty & Revolutionaries
AMERICA’S MAYOR: John V. Lindsay and
the Reinvention of New York Ed. by Sam
Roberts. With his undeniable charisma and
bold support for cities and urban living,
Lindsay galvanized the attention of a nation at
a time of looming crisis. This collection of
essays vividly reexamines the truth behind
Lindsay’s reputation as a failed dreamer and
the forces that transformed him into

America’s mayor. Well illus., some in color. 248 pages.
Columbia. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #4804554 $4.95

General History 
THIS PROGRAM IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY.
. .: Distributing Television News Online By
Joshua A. Braun. Using fieldwork and
exclusive interviews within MSNBC, Braun
uncovers and explains how online distribution
networks are forged and how the work of
maintaining them has rapidly become central
to the media landscape. Illus. 323 pages. Yale. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

Item #6943802 $5.95

Historical Essays & Writings
REVOLUTIONS WITHOUT BORDERS: The
Call to Liberty in the Atlantic World By Janet
Polasky .  A  sweeping e xp lor a t i on  o f
revolutionary ideas that traveled the Atlantic in
the late 18th century. What emerges clearly
from rich historic records is that the dream of
liberty among America’s founder was part of a
much larger picture. Photos. 369 pages. Yale.
Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

Item #197775X $2.95

Current Events & Issues 
WHITESHIFT: Populism, Immigration, and
the Future of White Majorities By Eric
Kaufmann. Explores ethnic change in North
America and Western Europe, tracing four ways
of dealing with this transformation. Kaufmann
charts different scenarios and calls for us to
move beyond empty talk about national
identity. His work will redefine the way we
discuss race in the twenty-first century. Illus.

618 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
Item #7691718 $5.95
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Current Events & Issues 
EMPIRE OF RESENTMENT: Populism’s
Toxic Embrace of Nationalism By
Lawrence Rosenthal. In this informative
account the future of democratic politics in
the United states and abroad depends on
whether right-wing populists stay with
nationalist ideology and whether the liberal
and left parties have the political capacity to
mobilize with a progressive agenda of their

own. 300 pages. New Press. Pub. at $27.99
Item #4931513 $3.95

*WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT PUTIN: How
the West Gets Him Wrong By Mark Galeotti.
Uncovers the man behind the myth, addressing
the key misperceptions of Putin and explaining
how we can decipher his motivations and next
moves. Covers Putin’s early life in the KGB and
his real relationship with the USA to his vision
for the future of Russia. Draws on new Russian
sources and explosive unpublished accounts to

give unparalleled insight into the man at the heart of global
politics. 143 pages. Ebury. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #7742134 PRICE CUT to $9.95

Occult 
THE LUNAR GOSPEL: The Complete Guide
to Your Astrological Moon By Cal Garrison. A
comprehensive guide to moon sign astrology,
covering the significant role the moon plays in
the horoscope. Garrison insightfully gives you
all the tools you need to understand your own
moon sign and the moon signs of other people.
210 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #4958578 $3.95
THE LIT TLE BOOK OF SATURN:
Astrological Gifts, Challenges, and
Returns By Aliza Einhorn. A smart, friendly
introduction to the astrological Saturn. Saturn 
has traditionally been considered the planet
of challenges. The author reveals that the life
lessons that this stern planet brings are
necessary for personal growth. 237 pages.
Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #495856X $2.95

Occult 
MOON POWER: Empowerment Through
Cyclical Living  By Merilyn
Keskula-Drummond. The Moon gives us a map
to a cyclical way of living; the blueprint for a life
that breathes in harmony with the rhythm of the
natural world around us. She teaches us about
the importance of embracing quiet and reflective 
times as much as celebrating the times we
experience life in its fullest expression. Illus. in

color. 160 pages. Aster. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #7802390 $4.95

ADVANCED SEX MAGIC: The Hanging
Mystery Initiation By Maria de Naglowska.
Available for the first time in English, this guide
illuminates the revolutionary occult teachings of
Maria de Naglowska: Russian mystic, esoteric
high priestess, and self-styled “Satanic Woman”
of 1930s Paris. Adults only. 119 pages. Inner
Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #4900928 $4.95
TESTIMONY OF LIGHT: An Extraordinary
Message of Life After Death By Helen
Greaves. First published in 1969. Series of
scripts between two friends, an outstanding
example of telepathy between the living and
those on the other side of the veil. 160 pages.
Tarcher. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #1989200 $3.95

INITIATED: Memoir of a Witch By Amanda
Yates Garcia. Peppered with mythology, tales
of the goddesses and magical women
throughout history, this work stands squarely
at the intersection of witchcraft and feminism. 
Garcia shows that practicing magic is about
more than spells and potions; magic is
nothing less than claiming power for oneself
and creating an enchanted world to live in.

341 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00
Item #7911009 $5.95

*RUNES: Divine Symbols of Prophecy
By Andrew McKay. This guide will reveal
myriad aspects to the famous symbols.
Includes the meaning of each rune clearly
laid out, instructions on how to cast them and 
information on traditional ways of working
with them. Features gilt-edged pages. Fully
illus. 208 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $12.99
Item #7730985 $9.95

Occult 
THE NEW STONE AGE: Ideas &
Inspiration for Living with Crystals By
Carol Woolton. A fashion-forward guide to
living well with crystals. Filled with insights, 
facts, and real-life stories from people who
attribute dramatic personal improvements
to their crystals. Well illus. in color.
248 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $32.50
Item #777463X PRICE CUT to $4.95

Bible & Biblical Studies
THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE BIBLE:
The Greatest Stories Ever Told By J.R.
Porter. Not only brings the many characters
and events to life, this work also explores the
underlying significance of topics and explains
the meaning of important themes and
symbols. Well illus. in color. 288 pages.
Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #7807600 $7.95

Religion and Spirituality 
THE ENNEAGRAM OF BELONGING
WORKBOOK: Mapping Your Unique Path
to Self-Acceptance By Christopher L.
Heuertz. Through guided space for
self-reflection, practical prompts, and
illuminating insights, this work will help you:
break free from the stereotypes and surface
treatment of your type toward a deeper
understanding of identity, make peace with

the whole of who you are through radical self-acceptance, and more. 
Illus. 110 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #1988107 $2.95

Religion and Spirituality 
HELLO GORGEOUS: Empowering
Wisdom from Bold Women to
Inspire Greatness By L.S. Herrero &
A. Sanchez-Gal. Divide by themes;
courage, leadership,  purpose,
happiness, self-care, and creativity;
you’ll have encouraging messages to
guide you through every step of your
journey. Flip through the pages to find

empowering words that will make you feel like you can conquer the
world. Illus. 160 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $19.99
Item #779536X $5.95

EXCEPTIONAL YOU! 7 Ways to Live
Encouraged,  Empowered,  and
Intentional By Victoria Osteen. Challenges
you to discover your unique self, appreciate
your true value, and develop the gifts and
talents that God placed inside of you.
Through personal stories and biblical
teachings, Osteen will show you how to
adopt a new way of thinking about yourself

and your life. 226 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $24.00
Item #4910389 $2.95

ONE THOUSAND GIFTS: A Dare to Live
Fully Right Where You Are By Ann
Voskamp. A beautifully practical guide to
living a life of joy invites you to wake up to
God’s everyday blessings. As Voskamp
discovered, in giving thanks for the life she
already had, she found the life she’d always
wanted. 228 pages. Thomas Nelson.
Pub. at $25.99

Item #7758995 $6.95
BACCHUS: A Biography By Andrew Dalby.
Presents the story of the god Bacchus, also
known as Dionysos, which begins on the banks 
of the River Asopos at Thebes, where Zeus,
all-seeing king of the gods, caught sight of the
beautiful mortal Semele and vowed to make
her his. The baby Bacchus was the result of
their brief affair. 166 pages. J. Paul Getty
Museum. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

Item #4862864 $5.95
* 50 REASONS PEOPLE GIVE FOR
BELIEVING IN A GOD By Guy P. Harrison.
Concisely presents fifty commonly heard reasons
people give for believing in a god and raises
legitimate questions regarding these reasons,
showing there is much room for doubt. Whether
you’re a believer or a skeptic, you’ll find
Harrison’s review of traditional and more recent
arguments refreshing and enlightening.

354 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #3975703 $9.95
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Religion and Spirituality 
*A LITTLE BIT OF GODDESS By Amy Leigh
Mercree. Learn about the goddesses with whom 
people have connected throughout history.
Mercree brings you into their benevolent world,
covering seasonal celebrations; the Maiden,
Mother, and Wise Woman archetypes; and
goddesses associated with Venus, once known
as the Evening Star. 116 pages. Sterling Ethos.
Pub. at $9.95

Item #3758591 $5.95
YOUR NEW NAME: Saying Goodbye to the
Labels That Limit By Esther Fleece Allen. Life is
full of labels that limit, but God has a new name
He longs for you to hear, a name that boldly
declares freedom from your past and hope for you 
future. Join the author in this profound exploration 
of your God given identity that no label can limit
and no circumstances can shake. 240 pages.
Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

Item #4975405 $2.95
*THE COMPASSION REVOLUTION: 30
Days of Living from the Heart By Amy
Leigh Mercree. With uplifting stories,
contemplation prompts, meditations, and
other fun activities, this spiritually satisfying
guide will inspire you to tap into and embrace 
your inner kindness. Take part in the
compassion movement with ideas like
technology curfews, personal dance parties,

and more. 217 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #6615899 $6.95

Economic History 
THE UNDERCOVER ECONOMIST STRIKES 
BACK By Tim Harford. The essential guide to
understanding the increasingly important role
macroeconomics plays in our lives. With
insight and humor, and in language that is
clear, concise, and engaging, Hartford tells us
what’s really happening behind today’s
head l ines.  244 pages .  R ive rhead .
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item #4879392 $3.95

Maritime History 
BORN TO BE HANGED: The Epic Story of
the Gentlemen Pirates Who Raided the
South Seas, Rescued a Princess, and
Stole a Fortune By Keith Thomson. The year is 
1680, in the heart of the Golden Age of Piracy,
more than 300 pirates gather on a remote
Caribbean island. The plan: to wreak havoc on
the Pacific coastline, raiding cities, mines, and
merchant ships. The booty: the bright gleam of

Spanish gold and the chance to become legends. 372 pages.
Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #7957491 $7.95

*WINDRUSH: A Ship Through Time By
Paul Arnott. The author explores the epic
story of a vessel that played a part in some of
the most momentous events of the twentieth
century, and whose fateful 1948 voyage
continues to have consequences, both
personal and political, today. Photos.
285 pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95
Item #3719197 $11.95

Asia, Australia & Oceania
*HAWAIIAN ANTIQUITIES: Moolelo
Hawaii By David Malo. On the cusp of changing 
forever, Hawaiian culture found a gifted recorder 
in genealogist Malo, one of the first Hawaiians
to study reading and writing. This essential
ethnography provides insight on the lives of
ancient Hawaiians, their religious beliefs and
origin myths, and describes the flora and fauna
of the islands. First published in 1898.

364 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #4974107 $9.95

British History 
BLOODY MARY: Tudor Terror, 1553-1558
By Phil Carradice. When Mary Tudor, eldest
daughter of Henry VIII, succeeded to the
throne of England in 1553 it was with a
degree of popularity rarely seen on the
accession of a British monarch. Yet at her
death five years later, she was almost
universally hated by her people to the point of 
earning the nickname Bloody Mary. Well

illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #7864213 $6.95

British History 
LIEUTENANT GENERAL SIR SAMUEL
AUCHMUTY, 1756-1822: The Military
Life of an American Loyalist and
Imperial General By John D. Grainger.
Samuel Auchmuty was born in New York in
1756. After the American Revolution he
remained in the British service, campaigned 
in many parts of the world and rose though
the  ranks .  Desp i te  a  va r i ed  and

distinguished career he has not received the attention he
warrants, neither as a Loyalist from New York, nor as a successful
British soldier. 288 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95
Item #4872762 $3.95

*EUROPE RESET: New Directions for the
EU By Richard Youngs. Proposes an alternative
vision of European co-operation and shows how
the E.U. must re-invent itself if it is to survive. In
proposing this model for a “reset” version of
Europe, Youngs reinvigorates the debate on the
future of Europe by putting forward a new agenda
for the E.U. 242 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound.
Pub. at $28.00

Item #677623X $9.95

European History 
ARISTOCRATS AND STATEHOOD IN
WESTERN IBERIA, 300-600 C.E By
Damian Fernandez. This volume combines
archaeological and literary sources to
reconstruct the history of late antique
Iberian aristocracies, facilitating the study
of social class that has proved elusive when
approached through the lens of a single type 
of evidence. This also demonstrates a

considerable degree of continuity that lasted until the late sixth
century. Illus. 310 pages. UPaP.  Pub. at $69.95
Item #493749X PRICE CUT to $7.95

*INTO THE PEATLANDS: A Journey
Through the Moorland Year By Robin A.
Crawford. Exploring the peatlands of Lewis,
Crawford explains how they have come to
be and also considers how peat has been
used for millennia, principally as a fuel but
also as a key element in the whisky-making
process. He also reflects on the historical
and cultural importance that peat has

played, and continues to play in the story of Scotland. Illus.,
some in color. 258 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #2880687 $9.95

Unusual, Multifaceted Lives
*THE INVISIBLE WALLS OF
DANNEMORA: Inside the Infamous Clinton
Correctional Facility By Michael H. Blaine.
Having been an Officer, Sergeant, and
Lieutenant, the author’s story reveals the
changes he observed and what he experienced
at each rank he earned during his career at the
Clinton Correctional Facility. Refusing to
compromise his principals, he retired less than

ten months before the first successful escape at Dannemora
happened in 2015. Photos. 183 pages. Gaudium. Pub. at $34.99
Item #3918831 $9.95

Writers & Thinkers 
*THE HOBO DIARIES: Down and Out on
Martha’s Vineyard By Holly Nadler. In the
spring of 2018 writer/reporter Nadler gave up
her year-round apartment on Martha’s Vineyard
and never found a place like that again. She
wandered the world to end up back on the
Vineyard for what she comes to think of as
another Summer of Discombobulation. Is it
possible to be a hobo and be happy?

159 pages. Ozark Mountain. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
Item #7801963 $11.95

*IN SEVEN STAGES: A Flying Trap Around
the World By Elizabeth Bisland. When Nelly Bly’s
journey was announced in Joseph Pulitzer’s
popular newspaper, Cosmopolitan sent a young
reporter of its own to race Bly across the globe.
Although Bly made it home five days before her,
Bisland took defeat in stride, writing an account
filled with wonderful descriptions of her voyage.
91 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound.

Item #4905377 $5.95
*THE LAST ONE OUT:  Yates
McDaniel–World War II’s Most Daring
Reporter By Jack Torry. This remarkable
reporter covered more of the Asian war than
anyone else, from the savage Japanese
assault on Nanking in 1937 to the fall of
Singapore in 1942 to landing with the U.S.
Marines on New Britain in 1943. He took
risks no other reporter ever accepted, and

colleagues joked that Japanese bombers followed him wherever
he went. Photos. 256 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.99
Item #4973267 $9.95
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Memoirs 
MAZEL TOV: The Story of My Extraordinary
Friendship with an Orthodox Jewish Family
By J.S. Margot. A heartwarming, funny and
provocative memoir of a woman navigating
clashing cultures during her decades-long
friendship with an Orthodox Jewish family–and of 
how, where adults build walls, sometimes only
children can tear them down. 314 pages.
Pushkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #7698038 $4.95
WALKING THROUGH FIRE: A Memoir of
Loss and Redemption By Vaneetha Rendall
Risner. The astonishing, Job-like story of how
an existence filled with loss, suffering,
questioning, and anger became a life filled
with shocking and incomprehensible peace
and joy.  252 pages.  Thomas Nelson.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99
Item #7861176 $5.95
MORE THAN MY SCARS: The Power of
Perserverance, Unrelenting Faith, and
Deciding What Defines You By Kechi
Okwuchi. The first thing you will notice when you
meet Okwuchi is her scars. She is one of just two
survivors of a devastating plane crash that killed
more than 100 people, and she was left with
third-degree burns over 65 percent of her body.
Her story is one of not just surviving impossible

odds but thriving in a world that is too often caught up with how we
look. 233 pages. Baker Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #7751095 $5.95

MY SISTER: How One Sibling’s Transition 
Changed Us Both By Selenis Leyva et al. A
powerful memoir by two sisters about
transitioning, family, and the path to
self-realization. Offers insight into the lives of
the two siblings learning to be their authentic
selves. Ultimately, theirs is a story of hope.
246 pages. Bold Type. Pub. at $28.00
Item #489426X $5.95
*THE GOOD STRIPPER: A Soccer Mom’s 
Memoir of Lies, Loss and Lapdances By
Marci Warhaft. An eye-popping journey in
which Warhaf t  reveals the punishing
circumstances and self-destructive behaviors
that shaped her early adulthood, including a
bank-robbing stepfather, the loss of her
beloved brother, eating disorders, and sexual
misadventures with a manipulative husband.

Above all it’s the story of how one woman finally became the
inspirational leader she was meant to be. 183 pages. Sutherland
House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #4658736 $9.95

Memoirs 
FROM SCRATCH: A Memoir of Love, Sicily, 
and Finding Home By Tembi Locke. It was
love at first sight when Tembi met Saro on a
street in Florence, Italy. There was just one
problem: his family disapproved of his
marrying a black American woman. However,
they built a happy life and adopted a baby girl.
Eventually, they reconcile with his family just
as he faces cancer that will consume all their

dreams. 337 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Item #1908227 $4.95
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